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1. It is well known that during his miraulous year Einstein was working as an examiner in the Swiss Patent O�ein Bern. One day an inventor knoked on his door with his perpetual motion mahine. The heart of the assemblywas a U-tube, with its left arm longer than the right one. The left arm was �lled with water, while the rightone�with a denser liquid.Just like in other deent ommuniating vessels, the liquid level in the left arm washigher than in the right one. The assembly also ontained some wooden balls whosedensity was smaller than that of either liquid. There were several balls in the rightarm, and sine their diameter was only slightly smaller than that of the tube, theywere staked on top of one another. Out of the many balls some were above the liquidsurfae�while that at the bottom was so deeply in the liquid that it reahed the leftarm of the U tube and �oated to the surfae. Sine the liquid level was muh higherin the left arm than in the right one, when the ball reahed the surfae it fell. Whilefalling, it turned a paddle wheel, making useful work, and then landed in the rightarm, on top of the other balls. Then the new ball at the bottom was pushed into theleft arm�and the whole proess started again.How did Einstein lear up the mist for the mistaken inventor? Answer every objetionthe inventor might have. Show that onstrutions based on the method desribedabove are never funtional.-3mm (Merse El®d Gáspár)2. Far from the stars, in empty spae a spaeship is moving�naturally, at onstant speed. To the bow and thestern of the spaeship two giganti lenses have been �xed, fousing starlight on two water tanks. Beause of theDoppler e�et, on the bow the light of the �approahing� stars is slightly bluer, while on the stern, the lightof the �reeding� stars is slightly redder than the average. Aording to Plank and Einstein, photon energiesare proportional to their frequenies, thus the water tank on the bow absorbs more heat per unit time than itsounterpart on the stern. Thus water will be somewhat warmer in the front tank than in the bak one. A heatengine installed between the two tanks is used to heat the aptain's sauna and feed the ooling fan of the GreatComputer. The method provides the rew with a omfortable soure of energy forever.a) Can the system work? Is it not in ontradition with the seond law of thermodynamis (as it uses only oneheat reservoir, stellar radiation as its soure of energy)?b) Some say that the spaeship will sooner or later ome to a halt. What physial fats do these �Some� referto? And, after all, what does �ome to a halt� mean? Relative to what? What does Einstein have to say on thematter?-6mm (Gyula Dávid)3. One evening the young Albert was sitting at the kithen table, �ghting with his obligatory daily dose of oranges.To tell the truth, he was just playing with the oranges instead of eating them�for he happened to �nd a perfetlyhemispherial half orange, whih he repeatedly piked up, turned edgeways, and with an initial push set intorolling on the table. Absorbed in the fasinating dane of the orange, Albert started pondering whether it waspossible, in priniple, to set the orange in motion so that it would trae out a straight or a irular path.a) Try to answer the above questions.Needless to say, the freshly washed orange usually followed a meandering path, traing out beautiful �gures inthe very �ne �our layer overing the table. Gung-ho, Albert gobbled up the oranges, and spent the rest of theevening with the mathematial analysis of the urves.b) Let us do the same. Do the urves possess a general qualitative property independent of the harater of thedamping used in the alulations?(Hint: The mass distribution of the oranges is assumed to be uniform.)-6mm (Péter Rakyta)4. As part of `Thrown-Up Stone' projet, the Amerian Gun Club has �nally made its spaeship gun, and namedit after Jules Verne. (The giganti earthwork had some real spin-o�s: the earth's rotation was stopped, and itsatmosphere vanished. But something for something: J. T. Maston has one less parameter to take are of in hisalulations.) The gun launhes its projetile at the seond osmi speed, whih then leaves the earth in the radialdiretion. Not long before the ountdown, the Gun Club learns that 10,000 kilometers away their German rivalhas produed an idential gun. Moreover, the Germans plan to launh three projetiles at one-hour intervals�spaeships `Zero Stone', `One Stone', and `Two Stone'. The seond projetile is to be launhed simultaneouslywith the Florida spaeship `Verne'. Needless to say, the onstrutors equip the spaeships with radars followingthe motion of the others.D-day arrives. The rew of spaeship `One Stone' (Ein Stein) is awaiting the unpreedented spae voyage inexitement. Bang. . . an enormous jerk. . . apparently the shok absorbers ould have done better. g-LOC sets in.An hour and a half later the rew members ome by, only to �nd out what is meant by amnesia: they have no2



idea who and where they are. Puzzled, they �oat in the abin. Their only soure of information is the radar,showing the position of the three other metalli objets relative to themselves. The rew members slowly start toremember the most important thing: they are all physiists who learned Newton's laws and the Physiists' Marh(http://mafihe.hu/indulo.html#english). From the fat that they are �oating they draw the onlusion: theyare in an inertial frame. Next they determine the fore law governing the aeleration of the three other objetsrelative to them. Let us do the same.-5mm (Gyula Dávid)5. While working out the speial theory of relativity Einstein was pondering a great deal about the physial andphilosophial reasons behind the privileged status of retilinear motion with respet to aelerated�e.g. irular�motion. Let us do the same.Calulate how muh time a spider needs to reah a point at 3.14 meters and ome bak, if it is to arrive at thestarting point with zero speed. How muh time does it need to run along the irumferene of a irle two metersaross, if starts and arrives at the same point with zero initial and �nal speed?The frition oe�ient between the spider and the (�at) surfae is 0.4; there is no bound imposed on the spider'sspeed.-4mm (Zsolt Bihary)6. In his �rst artile, published in 1901, Einstein studied phenomena ourring in liquids. Let us do the same.A ray of laser light (e.g., a laser pointer) is shone perpendiularly on one of the planar side walls of a transparenttank �lled with water. The soure of light, initially below the water level, is moved upward. What is observed onthe paper sreen behind the tank? How does the piture hange if the tank is �lled with some other liquid?(Zsuzsanna Rajkovits and Péter Kenesei)7. In his �rst sienti� works Einstein studied surfae tension in liquids. Let us do the same.It is well known that if a positive bulge or a negative dip is reated on a part of a water surfae, then�after along time�a positive (bulging) soliton wave will usually result in both ases. Although triky, it is also possible toreate a dip-shaped traveling soliton wave. What onditions must be met for this to happen (e.g., for the interfaesbetween water and air / salt water and freshwater, for the depth of water)?-4mm (Imre Jánosi)8. Anedotes have it that already in his early hildhood Einstein found a deep interest in playing with magnets. Letus do the same.Two parallelly oriented permanent magnets are plaed along a straight line oaxially, so that their separation islarge ompared to their size. The magnets are initially at rest. Study their motion. How an the strength of themagnets be determined from time and distane measurements?Frition, air resistane and all other damping e�ets should be negleted. Study the general ase, too, in whihthe magnets are oaxial neither with one another nor with the line onneting their enters.(József Cserti and Gyula Dávid)9. Einstein has taught us that in a su�iently strong gravitational �eld even light follows a irular path. However,not only gravitation an urb the trajetory of light: Fermat's priniple an do it as well.Consider an optial medium, whose index of refration n depends only on the distane r from the origin. Howshould the funtion n(r) be hosen if light moves in an elliptial path, anda) the origin is at the enter of the ellipse;b) the origin is at the fous of the ellipse?Compared to the ellipse, what is the maximum extent of the region haraterized by the refrative index funtion
n(r)?Hint: With a suitable (yli) hoie of the oordinate it is straightforward to �nd the �rst integral of the di�erentialequation of the path.-4mm (Gyula Dávid)
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10. Show that lassial eletrodynamis is not ovariant nonrelativistially.Hint: First determine the Galilei transformation formulas of the eletri �eld and the magneti indution assumingthe ovariane of the Lorentz fore law. Verify that the Maxwell equations for E and B are ovariant under Galileitransformations. Then show that the Maxwell equations for the eletri displaement vetor and the magneti�eld annot be ovariant if the ovariane of the onstitutive relations D = ǫE and H = (1/µ)B is assumed.Next, sketh how you would searh for transformations under whih lassial eletrodynamis is ovariant. Howould Poinaré arrive at the Lorentz transformation equations?-4mm (Previously assigned problem, Tamás Fülöp, 1993)11. It is well known that Einstein pondered a great deal about moving mirrors. Aording to some unon�rmed souresone, standing by the rails, he stared for several long seonds at a lady making up in her tiny hand mirror in thetrain zooming past him. Let us do the same. (No, you do not have to get on a train to �x your make-up, you haveto ponder about moving mirrors.)Consider a paraboli mirror, moving at a veloity v relative to the observer. An objet�stationary in the mirror'sreferene frame�is plaed at a distane r from it. Study the images formed by the mirror. Trae individual lightrays, and alulate the position, size, and orientation of the reated image�in Einstein's referene frame.-3mm (József Cserti and Gyula Dávid)12. Everybody knows that a point-like unit harge sitting at x = x0 an be desribed by an eletrostati potential
φ(x) = 1/|x − x0|, for whih

∆φ(x) = −4π δ(x − x0) . (1)In other words, the harge distribution ρ̃(x) = δ(x − x0) is almost everywhere zero and is onentrated on apoint so that the total harge ∫

d3x ρ̃(x) is unity. For that the formula should indeed apply to a harge sittingin a spei� point of R
3, the omponents of the vetor x0 = (x0, y0, z0) have to be real. However, when the3-dimensional Laplaian is applied to the omplex valued funtion

φ(x) =
1

√

(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 + (z − z0)2
(2)of any omplex vetor x0, the result is almost everywhere zero again. (Prove this statement.) Note that x is alwaysa real vetor, only x0 is allowed to take omplex values. Moreover, a hoie of square root is obviously neessary,but suppose the hoie has been made one and for all.Now, a omplex valued eletrostati potential, suh as (2), learly does not make physial sense. (Why?) However,in order to end up with something real and physial, one might try to de�ne

ϕ(x) =
1

√

(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 + (z − z0)2
+

1
√

(x − x̄0)2 + (y − ȳ0)2 + (z − z̄0)2
, (3)where the bar means omplex onjugation. Clearly, the above funtion is real and its Laplaian is almost everywherezero for any hoie of the omplex 3-vetor x0. Thus (3) may be used to desribe a physial harge distribution,with the density ρ(x) de�ned by the equation

∆ϕ(x) = −4π ρ(x) . (4)What is ρ(x) like? What is its total harge? What is its support, i.e. at what points is the harge distributiondi�erent from zero? How is your answer reoniled with the straightforward guesses: �two point harges sitting atomplex loations� or �omplex dipole�?First answer these questions for x0 = (i, 0, 0). Seond, what happens if the �rst omponent is not purely imaginary,but has a real part, too? What if all omponents are arbitrary omplex numbers?What happens to the SO(3) symmetry of R
3? Using SO(3) transformations, a real 3-vetor an always be rotatedso that it should lie along a presribed axis. What an be said in the same spirit about a omplex 3-vetor if

SO(3) transformations are allowed? Two point harges at real loations (±x0, 0, 0) are left invariant by the SO(2)subgroup of rotations around the x-axis. What is the stabilizing subgroup of our harge distribution ρ(x)?The group SO(3) is understood above as the usual rotation group. How do the answers hange if it is replaed by
SO(3, C), that is by the group of omplex 3×3 matries A for whih AAT = 1? (T stands for matrix transposition.)Whih is the �true� symmetry group of our problem, SO(3), or SO(3, C)?And �nally, what does this problem have to do with Einstein?Hint: How are SO(3, C) and the Lorentz group SO(3, 1) related?-5mm (Dániel Nógrádi)4



13. In his famous 1905 artile Einstein dislosed his views �On the Eletrodynamis of Moving Bodies�. Let us dothe same. Sine the title has already been taken, let us ponder �On the Eletrodynamis of Rotating Bodies�.Transform the (nonrelativisti) Maxwell equations into a oordinate system rotating at an angular speed Ω.(Hint: Use rationalized gs units.) Write down the equations in vetor form.What is the form of the ontinuity equation desribing mass onservation? What form does the equation of motiontake for a point harge q of mass m? How an one introdue the usual vetor and salar potentials? What is theform of the wave equation for �eld quantities and for potentials? Find the dispersion relation of eletromagnetiwaves propagating in harge- and urrent-free regions.Examine whether the rotating-frame equations have solutions orresponding to a pair of partiles of mass M and
m, of harge +e and −e, both at rest, separated by a distane R. If there is no suh solution, what mathematialapproximations must be made so that suh a solution should exist? What is the physial meaning of theseapproximations? How should the angular speed Ω of the rotation be hosen?-4mm (Gyula Dávid)14. When he read the vulgarized versions of his own theories in the newspapers, Einstein was sometimes tearing outhis hair�so familiar to all of us from hundreds of photos. Let us do the same. And then let us take a loser lookat the bathtub, �lled with water of temperature T , with a hair of length L �oating on the surfae. The hair,whih stays entirely on the surfae throughout the proess, is unstrethable, but perfetly �exible�it an evenross itself. Its linear energy density is proportional to the square of the loal urvature. The angle between thetangents drawn to the two endpoints of the hair is denoted by ϕ. Determine the probability density funtion for
ϕ. (Gy®z® Egri and Bálint Tóth)15. By working out the theory of Brownian motion, Einstein laid the mirosopi foundations of the Fourier equationof di�usion, aording to whih the time derivative of the onentration n(r, t) is proportional to ∆n, where
∆ = ∇2 is the Laplaian.But an we really trust this equation? Consider a metal plate, in whih the onentration of the solved addi-tive hanges linearly between the two boundary surfaes. Beause of the linearity, ∆n = 0. Does then suh aninhomogeneity persist in the plate forever?-3mm (Tamás Geszti)16. The streets of a neighborhood form a pratially in�nite square lattie. Einstein's 1905 explanation for the Brown-ian motion applies equally for drunken people on this lattie. When drunken people get to rossroads, they hooseeah of the four possible diretion (forward, left, bakward, right) with the same probability.a) Suppose that the street setion between two adjaent rossroads is rossed. A pub is loated at one end of thelosed setion. A physiist, living at the other endpoint of the losed setion, staggers out of the pub. Find theprobability that he gets home before getting bak to the same pub again.b) What is the answer if our physiist is so pissed that he deides not to walk but to take his ar? His algorithmis the same as before, but the losed setion is no longer a problem for his SUV. (Otherwise, he subonsiouslyrespets the highway ode.) All the streets are two-way. However, the steering wheel is stuk, so the ar an onlygo straight or turn to the left. (Initially, it an start in any diretion.)-3mm (Merse El®d Gáspár)17. Two tahions move at a speed 2c relative to the observer. Determine the magnitude and diretion of their speedrelative to eah other, if they movea) in antiparallel diretionsb) in perpendiular diretionsin the observer's frame.-5mm (Previously assigned problem, Gyula Dávid, 1992)18. Ever sine it was set in orbit in 2315, the Einstein Galati Spae Station has been moving at onstant speed alonga irular path that is 100 lightyears aross and reahes out to the Solar System. The rew have been feeling aninertial (entrifugal) aeleration of 2g = 20 m/s2 = 2 lightyears/year2, as approved by the Bioadaptation O�e.In whih years does the spae station zoom past the Solar System? How muh older do the rew members get ina yle?The spae station is kept in its irular orbit by proton-antiproton rokets (PAPRs). (PAPRs are pratially losslessjet engines from the late 23rd entury, powered by ollimated photons reated in the annihilation of separately5



stored proton and antiproton plasmas.) The fuel to be used is transported to the spae station one eah yle,by a PAPR-powered robot spaeraft moving along an approximately straight line at a onstant aeleration of200 g. The mass of the empty robot spaeraft is negligible ompared to that of the transported fuel.How muh fuel has to be transported to the spae station eah yle if the useful mass of the spae station is10,000 tons? When launhed from the earth, how muh fuel should the robot spaeraft ontain? When should itbe launhed relative to the time of the losest enounter between the spae station and the earth?(Zsolt Bihary)19. A laser is aelerated along its axis. How are its properties modi�ed ompared to those of an idential but stationarylaser? (Note: besides its olor, light has several other properties.) The laser an be modeled as a rod-shaped solidwith a mirror at eah end. Can anything depend on whether the aeleration is due to a surfae fore or a bulkfore? . . . Or a gravitational fore?-3mm (Titusz Fehér)20. On several oasions Einstein realled that his later interest in the problems of relativity rooted in a hildhoodthought experiment: he tried to imagine what he would see if he was keeping pae with light. Would he see o-moving light waves? Or stationary light waves? Thanks to his later e�orts we now know that this annot happenin empty spae: nobody an ath up with light propagating at a speed c. But what about light propagating ina medium of refrative index n, at a speed u = c/n? Cherenkov's eletrons are known to overtake light in water.Let us do the same.Write down the soure-free Maxwell equations in a medium of in�nite extent, of dieletri onstant ǫ, and magnetipermeability µ, moving at a onstant speed V relative to the observer. Find the plane wave solutions of wavevetor k and frequeny ω. Derive their dispersion relation ω(k,V). Identify absolute standing waves, i.e. wavesolutions with ω = 0. Examine the possible polarization properties of these waves, and the possible on�gurationsof the vetors V, k, E, D, B, and H. Disuss the results for various values of u (the speed of light in the medium)and V (the speed of the medium relative to the observer). How an one observe these absolute standing waves?What would Einstein �see� if he was running (or standing) next to suh a wave? Hint: Use rationalized gs units.)(Gyula Dávid)21. Muons deay into eletron�neutrino�antineutrino trios. How does the momentum distribution of the reatedpartiles depend on the momentum p0 of the inoming unpolarized muon? The question of muon deay is treatedwithin the framework of the standard model of partile physis: aording to it, the momentum distributionof the (approximately zero-mass) eletron reated in the isotropi deay of an unpolarized muon is given by
f(x) = 16x2(3 − 4x), where x = peletron/mmuon, with the onstraint 0 < x < 0.5.Examine also the following generalization of the question. The momentum of the inoming partile is p0, its massis m0, while the mass of the partile reated in the deay proess (in addition to the neutrino-antineutrino pair)is p and its mass is m (no longer negligible). The distribution funtion of the outgoing partile in the enter-of-momentum frame, f(pCM, θ), is known, and it is not neessarily isotropi. Determine the distribution funtion ofthe outgoing partile in the laboratory frame, f(p, θ).-3mm (Sándor Katz)22. Examine the similarities and di�erenes of the thermodynami hanges taking plae in an expanding photon gasunder the following onditions.a) Photon gas in a box: Eletromagneti radiation is on�ned to a box with re�eting walls. The walls are slowlymoved outward, so the volume is inreased, and the eletromagneti waves re�eted from the walls undergo aDoppler shift�thus the spetrum is slowly hanged. If the distribution was originally Plankian, so will be thenew one�at a di�erent temperature. This gives the desription of the adiabati expansion of a photon gas in abox. Examine the details of the proess, and determine the relation between the volume and temperature of thephoton gas.b) Photon gas expanding freely in spae: A well-known example for this situation is the eletromagneti radiationin equilibrium with the solar photosphere (about 6000 K), whih undergoes substantial expansion as it leaves thesun's surfae. What is the temperature of the radiation when it reahes the earth? What would be the earth'saverage temperature if it had no atmosphere? (The greenhouse e�et of the atmosphere makes things even moreomplex.)) Cosmi bakground radiation: Cosmologists tell us that a similar proess takes plae in the expanding Universe.The photon gas, reli of the Big Bang, that was one in thermal equilibrium with all other forms of matter, beamedeoupled, and has been in ontinuous expansion and ooling ever sine. At �rst sight this situation is similarto b). Nonetheless the same osmologists on�rm that the radiation spetrum is Plankian at all times, with asteadily dereasing temperature�and they speak of an adiabati expansion of the photon gas, just like in a). Inthis ase, however, there is no re�etion proess behind the Doppler shift of eah wave. How is it possible that thephoton gas keeps on expanding adiabatially, through states haraterized by well de�ned temperatures? Withwhat kind of matter is the radiation in thermal equilibrium?6



As a good student of Sherlok Holmes, �nd some underlying symmetry. What would hange if photons had a�nite�i.e., nonzero�mass?-3mm (Previously assigned problem, Gyula Dávid and Péter Hantz, 1996)23. Einstein's speial theory of relativity is based on a 4-dimensional spaetime, desribed at eah point by a loallyMinkowskian metri, but whose global topology is left unspei�ed. Imagine a spaetime in whih one of the spatialoordinates is yli, i.e., it has a global topology of a losed ylinder (S1 × R3), and re-examine the usual twinparadox.Let two twins be A and B. Twin A is waiting at the rail station, while B zooms past, sitting on board theRelativisti Rail, whih is a superfast train ontinuously irling the universe. The Relativisti Rail travels alonga straight line with a large onstant veloity. At the instant of their meeting, A and B are of the same age.a) During the trip, B is arefully observing the great lok tower found in the lose viinity of the station andompares its time to that shown on her own wath. Does she observe the station lok run faster or slower thanher own? What does the answer depend on?b) Whih of the two twins will be older at the time they meet again at the rail station? What is the origin of the(a)symmetry?) Assume that the Relativisti Rail never stops at the station, but travels on with an unhanged veloity. Whatis the intensity of the sound of the engine, as heard by A and B, as a funtion of time and frequeny?(Assume that the length of the railroad is L = 1 lightyear, the engine veloity is v = 0.99 c, and the engine emitsa onstant I intensity sound at f = 1000 Hz in the omoving referene frame. The speed of sound is 10−6c. Thetwins' eyes and ears are perfet.)-3mm (Zoltán Haiman and Bene Kosis)24. Aording to the speial theory of relativity, time passes more slowly in a moving spaeship. On the other hand,aording to the general theory of relativity, gravitational �elds slow down the ourse of time�that is, lokstik faster in rokets quitting the earth's gravitational well. Stealth Spaeship Rihard Feynman was assigned thefollowing mission: it is to leave the terrestrial base in the radial diretion, and return to it after preisely oneterrestrial day. The spaeship's loks must show the physially possible largest lapse of time. How should theaptain operate the rokets to aomplish the mission?(The roket moves radially at all times. The earth's revolution and the perturbing e�ets of the atmosphere shouldbe negleted.)-4mm (Previously assigned problem, Péter Gnädig, 1996)25. The protagonist of Frederik Pohl's si-� novel Gateway aidentally had pushed his girlfriend into a blak hole.He has had a life-long remorse for this, as he knows that time slows down in the viinity of a blak hole, and hisgirlfriend's indignant expression will be visible forever. In the seond volume the protagonist gets rih, makes newplans�and will probably go after the girl in the forthoming third volume. He has plenty of time, sine the lastten years passed as a mere half hour for her. Should the publisher speed things up, or does the protagonist indeedhave an eternity at his hands?PS : Sine the original assignment of the problem, the third volume ame out. The reader learns that the Alienspulled the lady out of the blak hole with the help of a �gravitational an opener�. Nonetheless, not even thisfortunate turn of the events an hange the physial ontent of the problem assigned 13 years ago.(Previously assigned problem, Gyula Dávid, 1992)26. Examine �Einstein's daisy�. Aording to the general theory of relativity, the elliptial planetary orbits are notperfetly losed. In extreme mass ratio ompat binary systems (e.g., a large blak hole plus a neutron star) losedorbits may nonetheless exist for suitably hosen initial onditions.How should the initial onditions be hosen so that in a su�iently but not exeedingly long period of time theneutron star should trae out a �gure similar to the petals of a daisy? Desribe the assoiated gravitational waves.(Szabols Márka)27. Examine Einstein's annon. Assume that for some strange reason a small fration (say, 10−11) of the mass of aneutron star is asymmetrially ejeted into spae at high veloity (c/2). Calulate the time evolution of the massquadrupole moment. Determine the intensity of the emitted gravitational waves (if any). (Szabols Márka)7



28. Reent observations showed a slowly inreasing blueshift in the radio signals of two spae probes urrently atapproximately 20 astronomial units from the sun and reeding in di�erent diretions. Analysis of the data ofthe past few years has shown that this orresponds to a onstant sunward aeleration 10−10 m/s
2 of unknownorigin. Several researhers have proposed that the phenomenon is aused by the expansion of the universe, sinethe produt of the Hubble onstant and the speed of light is more or less of the same value. Verify or refute thishypothesis through preise alulations. (Gyula Bene)29. Suppose that beyond our known world there is another, similar world, the `Other world�. The two are onnetedby a wormhole, through whih brave astronauts an get to the Other world safe and sound. A possible solutionfor this is the following spaetime.Let the oordinates be (t, l, θ, φ), with l > 0 in our known word and l < 0 in the other one, and 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and

0 ≤ φ < 2π the usual spherial angles. Let the square of the in�nitesimal interval be given by
ds2 = e2Φ(l)dt2 + dl2 + r(l)2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2),where Φ(l) = −2M/|l|, and r = |l| − M ln(|l|/r0). Here M > 0 is the mass of the wormhole, and r0 > 0 is the�radius� of its throat. This spaetime is indeed asymptotially Minkowskian in the |l| → ∞ limit.a) How should M and r0 be hosen so that the observer desending slowly and radially into the wormhole shouldnot feel more than the terrestrial aeleration g?b) How should M and r0 be hosen so that the tidal fore experiened between her feet and head by a autious,therefore slowly desending observer of 180 m should not exeed 1g?) How should M and r0 be hosen so that the tidal fore experiened between her feet and head by a dauntlessobserver of 180 m should not exeed 1g, when she plunges head �rst radially into the wormhole?(Bene Kosis)30. Examine the harater of the matter sustaining the wormhole in problem 29.a) Write down the t-t and r-r omponents of the Einstein equations, and determine the spatial dependene ofdensity and pressure.b) What density and pressure are observed by an observer moving radially at a speed approahing that of light?Why is this important? (Bene Kosis)31. Two well-known spherially symmetri solutions of the Einstein equations are the Shwarzshild blak hole of mass

M and the anti-de Sitter spaetime. These solutions are derived in mutually exlusive ases: the Shwarzshildblak hole solution does not assume a osmologial onstant, and the osmologial solution does not assume aentral singularity.a) Derive the general stati and spherially symmetri �vauum solution�, where both M 6= 0 and Λ 6= 0.b) How does the Shwarzshild radius of the blak hole's event horizon hange ompared to the standard solution?Numerially verify that the observed value of the osmologial onstant in the present-day universe does notsigni�antly modify the horizon radius of solar-mass blak holes. How large should a blak hole be for that thisshould not be the ase?) Assume that blak holes existed in the in�ationary era shortly after the Big Bang. How is the answer to questionb) modi�ed for these primordial blak holes?-2mm (Bene Kosis)32. In Woody Allen's elebrated �lm Annie Hall, the young Alvy Singer (depiting Woody Allen himself) develops ahildhood depression upon learning that aording to Einstein's theory the Universe is expanding. He probablyfears that also Brooklyn is expanding�and so is himself. Cosmologists usually reassure him by saying that only�su�iently large� objets are subjet to osmi expansion, small ones held together by loal interations (e.g.,atoms, Alvy, Brooklyn, the Earth, the Solar System, the Milky Way, et.) are not. But is this orret indeed?What is meant by �su�iently large� in this ontext? Examine the question within the framework of lassialmehanis.In models of the expanding Universe a �omoving� osmologial oordinate system is usually de�ned, in whih theposition vetors R of objets �at rest� (e.g., galaxies) are onstant in time. Physial displaement vetors r(t) arerelated through r(t) = a(t)R, where a(t) is in general a steadily inreasing funtion that desribes osmologialexpansion (and the origin an be arbitrarily hosen beause of homogeneity). Thus the aeleration of a body atphysial distane r(t) from the origin is r̈(t) = ä(t)R = (ä/a) r(t). The above may be interpreted as if a body ofmass m loated at a distane r(t) from the origin were ated upon, beyond the usual loal fores, by an additional�osmologial fore� Fosm = m(ä/a) r. 8



a) Taking into aount the above osmologial fore, study the Keplerian orbits of a body of mass m in thegravitational �eld of a muh larger mass M loated at the origin. Separate the equations of motion in the usualtwo-dimensional polar oordinate system, and �nd the di�erential equations for the radial physial oordinate r(t)and the �radial osmologial oordinate� R(t) = r(t)/a(t).b) Reent measurements show an aelerating expansion of the Universe, that is, the expansion funtion a(t) is ofthe form Ceαt. Plae the entral star of the above one-planet solar system into the origin, and study the behaviorof the planet in the bakground of the exponentially expanding universe. Disuss the solutions in terms of theexpansion parameter α, the stellar mass M , and all other signi�ant parameters. What is the planet's fate in the
t → ∞ limit? (Note: Analytial studies, and not numerial solutions are expeted for this question.)) Perform numerial studies to determine the temporal variation of the orbital radius of a planet initially on airular orbit of radius r0 for other expansion funtions (e.g., a(t) ∝ t2/3, t2 or 1 + t2 tanh kt). What an be saidabout the planet's fate? How an you reassure Alvy?-2mm (Gyula Dávid, from R.H.P.'s idea)33. Ultra high energy osmi rays (UHECR) oasionally reah the earth. So far 14 partiles (most probably protons)have been deteted whose energy exeeded 1020eV. The all-time high partile energy, ≈ 3× 1020 eV was reordedby the detetor �Fly's Eye�.A possible senario for the reation of suh partiles is this: Along with the osmi mirowave bakground, theBig Bang theory also predits the existene of a osmi neutrino bakground (approximately 56 neutinos per). These neutrinos are essentially at rest. It is suspeted that numerous UHE neutrinos reah the earth as wellas UHE protons. When these neutrinos hit their stationary olleagues, Z-bosons may be produed � as long asthe rest mass of the stationary neutrino is su�iently large and the osmi neutrinos are really energeti. The
Z-bosons then disintegrate into various partiles, among other protons. These protons (and antiprotons) mightthen be the deteted UHECR-partiles.Suppose that the proton produed in the Z-deay takes about 1/100 of the Z partile's energy (in the Z restframe). Determine the neutrino mass if the all-time hampion (≈ 3 × 1020 eV) proton had been reated this way,supposing the outgoing proton was moving in the same diretion as the inoming neutrino. What is the answer ifone takes into aount the angular distribution of the protons, p ∝ 1 + cos2 θ, where θ is the angle between thediretions of motion of the outgoing proton and the inoming neutrino, measured in the Z rest frame?The above determination of the neutrino mass is based on the idea that the inoming neutrino energy neessaryfor Z prodution depends on the neutrino mass. This rang the bell for Prof. Finga Reen Avery 3.14 � frationaldesendant of the great fuzzyist, Finga Reen Avery 0 �, who immediately proposed the following experiment:Let two neutrino beams ollide. The energy of one beam is kept �xed (around the Z mass), and the energy of theother is tuned so that Z bosons are produed in the ollision. As demonstrated above, the neutrino mass an bealulated from the two beam energies. Should we reommend that the experiment be realized (supposing thatthe tehnial di�ulties of produing beams of su�ient luminosity around the Z energy have been overome)?-2mm (Previously assigned problem, Sándor Katz, 2001)34. Consider the following modi�ation of a dust-dominated, expanding, �at Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe,and show that it is an exat solution to the Einstein equations.Disjoint spheres of di�erent radii are removed from the matter uniformly distributed throughout spae, andreplaed by point masses in the enters of the spheres. The mass of eah point is equal to that of matter withinthe (orresponding) removed sphere. Inside the spheres, the spaetime metris is Shwartshildian. What is lightpropagation like in suh a universe?-3mm (Gyula Bene)35. Einstein was awarded the Nobel prize for proving the existene of photons through the interpretation of theLenard law of photoeletri emission. Einstein was not satis�ed with this proof, and kept on searhing for moreonvining evidene for the existene of photons�whih he eventually found in the laws of spontaneous andstimulated emission. What was wrong with his �rst, Nobel prizewinning proof? Is it possible to interpret thebehavior observed in the experiments quantum mehanially, but without photons? (Tamás Geszti)36. In reent Bose-Einstein ondensation experiments atoms (whih are bosons) are trapped in (optially or magnet-ially reated) potentials of the form

V (x, y, z) =
1

2
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ω2
xx2 + ω2

yy2 + ω2
zz2

)

,where ωx, ωy and ωz are the so-alled �trap frequenies�, and m is the mass of one atom. Consider N noninteratingatoms plaed in this potential. What is the ritial temperature Tc of Bose-Einstein ondensation? How does thenumber of atoms within the ondensate hange for temperatures T < Tc? Estimate the ritial temperature Tcfor 23Na isotopes, if N ≈ 109, and if typial trap frequenies are ω ≈ (2π) · 200 Hz.-3mm 9



(András Csordás)37. Spin-orbit interation is known to be a typial relativisti e�et. Consider an eletron moving along an in�nitesi-mally thin irular ring of radius a in the xy plane, as desribed by the Hamiltonian
H =

L2
z

2ma2
+

β

a
(eϕ · S)Lz + i

~β

2a
(er · S).Here S is the eletron spin operator, Lz is the operator of the z omponent of the orbital angular momentum, erand eϕ are the radial and azimuthal unit vetors of the two-dimensional polar oordinate system, and β is a realparameter.Apply a uniform magneti �eld B, perpendiular to the plane of the ring. Determine the energy eigenvalues andenergy eigenstates of the obtained system, as well as the urrent of eah eigenstate. (András Pályi)38. In textbooks on relativisti quantum mehanis one an often read things like this: �The Dira operator ommuteswith the angular momentum omponent operators if and only if the spatial part of the vetor potential is zero,and the temporal part is spherially symmetri.� That is, the spherial symmetry of the problem is expressed interms of the properties of the vetor potential. Naturally, this is not gauge invariant (sine the gauge is �xed inthe above assertion; usually the Lorenz gauge is adopted, with the auxiliary ondition that the potentials shouldvanish at in�nity.)Find a gauge invariant ondition (that is one expressed in terms of the �eld strengths) for the spherial symmetryof the Dira problem�i.e., for the ommutation of the angular momentum omponents with the Dira operator.(András László)39. Consider a Mihelson interferometer with one photon. At the end of one arm an osillating mirror is loated.The frequeny of the photon is ωc, that of the mirror is ωn. The mirror is small enough to be treated quantummehanially, and its osillation amplitude is negligible in seond order ompared to the length L of the arms.a) Write down the Hamiltonian of the system.b) In what state is the system found after time t if the initial ondition is hosen as

| Ψ0〉 =
1√
2

(

| 0〉A | 1〉B+ | 1〉A | 0〉B
)

|0〉m.(A and B are the state indies of the two arms, while m is that of the mirror.)) How does the visibility of the interferene fringes hange with time? (József Zsolt Bernád)40. Examine a harmoni osillator with veloity-proportional damping. Quantize this system, and interpret the result.Next, plae an undamped osillator into a thermostat (whih an be modeled by a large number of tiny osillatorsinterating with the system under examination). Quantize this system, too, and ompare the result with that ofthe previous question, as well as with the results of Brownian motion. (József Zsolt Bernád)41. Calulate the attrative fore between two square-shaped gold plates of 1 cm2, 10−6 cm apart, making reoursetoa) the Casimir e�et;b) Van der Waals fores.How do these fores depend on separation and material properties (i.e., plates made of some other metal)?(István Csabai)42. Eah link of a hain of length N is hosen randomly from the four-terminal elements below. What is the expetedvalue of the net resistane as a funtion of N? Examine the limit of large N .Note: The four-terminal elements are not rotated, and the net resistane is measured between the two free terminalsof the �rst element.5mm
(Merse El®d Gáspár)10


